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Abstract: A high-fidelity computational fluid dynamics simulation of a next generation heavy 
lift space vehicle during launch is presented. The purpose of the siInulatioIl is to evaluate the 
acoustic overpressures during ignition to permit re-design of the launch site to safely handle heavy 
lift 'Tchides. The sinlulation is pcrfonncd using the Launch, Ascent, and Vehicle Acroclynanlics 
(LAVA) code, an iIIlInersed boundary block-structured Cartesian adaptive mesh refinement based 
solver. A verification and validation study of LAVA in the launch environment context is also 
perfonned~ cmnparing to flight data and pre"vioas siInulatioIls of a Space Shuttle launch. 
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1 Introduction 
I\ASA is currently developing a heavy-lift launch vehicle to carry large payloads for future human exploration 
missions beyond low Earth orbit. The greater thrust of heavy-lift vehides requires accurate analysis to ensure 
vehicle stability~ pa:yload safet:y, and durability of the jet plurne irnpingernent region of the lauIlch pad. High-
fidelity CFD simulations of ignition overpressure (lOP) and acoustic phenomena during ignition and liftoff 
have been pcrfonncd using the existing launch pad configuration and a prelilninary heav:v-lift vehicle design 
(see Figure 1). Results frOIn the anal:ysis \vill help reconfigure the launch pad to reduce the overpressure and 
sound pressure levels (SPL) of the heavy lift vehicle. During ignition of the solid rocket boosters (SRI3), an 
lOP wave is generated and travels between the mobile launch platform, the main deflector, and the vehicle. 
The lOP wave occurs during the first second of launch and may affect the stability of the vehicle. After that, 
the vehide lifts off and its exhaust plumes impinge on the pad, generating potentially damaging SPL ncar the 
payload. The first 1.4 seconds of SRB ignition is sirnulated, including plurlle developrllent~ overpressure \vave 
propagation and impingement in the flame trench, interaction of SRI3 and liquid engine plumes, pressure 
wave propagation past the mobile launch platform towards the vehicle and tower. In the simulation, the 
vehicle is held fixed and water suppression systern effects are ignored. 
2 Approach and Results 
Ignition and liftoff at the launch site has a large range of spatial scales, requiring a llluiti-resolution nUlnerical 
method. The calculation uses a block-structured Cartesian adaptive mesh refinement (AYIR) iIIlInersed 
boundary (II3) version of the LAVA code. I30undaries are treated with ghost-cells, similar to [31. This 
lllethodology is capable of autOlnaticall:v generating, refining~ and coarsening nested Cartesian \Tolulnes. The 
launch site geOIlletr:y is highly cOInplex (see Figure 1) and \vould take rllonths to rnanuall:y generate structured 
body-fitted grids. LAVA's AYIR.-II3 method is designed to automatically generate the volume grids from a 
closed surface triangulation, and dynamically track important flow features as they develop. Accurate and 
efficient prediction of the lOP waves rnay be critical for rapid design and rnission success of space vehicle 
launch systems. 
Spatial and telnporal resolutions used for the present silnulations arc ba"sed on the studies perfonned in 
[1] for simplified launch environment test cases. A verification and validation study ofthe LAVA code in this 
context is also performed, comparing to flight data and previous simulations of a Space Shuttle launch 121. 
Inviscid and off~body RAI\S approaches will be assessed during the verification and validation. 
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Figure 1: (a) & (b) Pressure signature and plume isosurface. (c) Visualization particles colored by Mach 
number (top view). 
CFD analysis will provide launch pad design teams with estimates of unsteady pressure signatures on 
the surface of the launch pad and vehicle. These estimates will be used to guide modifications to the plume 
deflectors, which are located directly beneath the vehicle and serve to direct exhaust away from the pad. 
In addition, an assessment of plume deflection and structural loadings will be presented. For accurate SPL 
prediction away from the plume, an acoustic solver is coupled to the CFD to extrapolate lOP waves. A 
proposed companion paper will focus on acoustic predictions. 
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